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Welcome to the EUSD Foundation
Ecosystem

The Eusd Foundation is a decentralized stable mining platform
for the EUSD token. At the moment, the platform has launched
a unique free airdrop where you can get 200 EUSD for free.
After receiving 200 EUSD tokens for free, you can invest them
in the dapp online mining platform and receive 9% of EUSD
tokens from your investment daily. You can also get 100%
tokens from airdrop referrals and 12% tokens from online dapp
miner referrals by spreading our platform on the internet.
listing price 1 EUSD = 1$
The official listing of the EUSD pancakeswap token will be on
September 28, 2022.

WHAT IS EUSD FOUNDATION
EUSD Foundation is a stable platform for online miners.
Our online mining platform is launching its own dapp offer
where you can stake your EUSD tokens and get a daily profit of
9% from your investment funds and 12% if you invite a new
member through your referral link.
The listing of the token will be 1$ for 1 EUSD only if all pre-sale
tokens are sold in an exceptional case, the price of the token
will be decided by the exchange to accumulate liquidity

There is also a free airdrop going on right now where you can
get free 200 EUSD tokens by paying a small metamask or trust
wallet fee and 100% token EUSD from your airdrop referrals.
You can explore the entire ecosystem of the project on the

official page of the site. Click the button (www) to go to the
official website of the project EUSD Foundation.

FEATURES OF THE EUSD FOUNDATION ECOSYSTEM
How the EUSD Ecosystem Works
The EUSD ecosystem is a stable token that includes a stable
decentralized application mining system, thanks to which the
token regularly grows in value while providing the necessary
liquidity, including an intelligent referral system.
EUSD is a reliable app mining system
Stake your EUSD tokens and get daily 9% and an additional
12% reward from people who come through your referral link.
Stable Token Algorithm
EUSD is a stable token where 1 EUSD will be traded at 1 USD,
but the fact that the number of tokens is limited, the price can
rise and be more than 15 — 20 USD per 1 EUSD.
Secure transactionsEcosystems EUSD
The EUSD Foundation ecosystem is a fully decentralized and
independent system. No company or government organization
will be able to manage the system and own all transactions.

TOKENS
Distribution of EUSD tokens
Welcome to the EUSD Fund ecosystem. This section provides
basic information about the distribution and planning of EUSD
tokens among holders and exchanges.
Start:
May 28, 2022 (9:00AM GMT):
Total Supply:
1 Billion token EUSD:
Listing Pankeswap:
50 Million token EUSD:
Official Token Name:
Token Name (EUSD Foundation):
Pre-sale CAP:

200 Million token EUSD:
Listing MEXC GLOBAL:
50 Million token EUSD:
Listing Price:
Official listing price of EUSD token 1 EUSD = $1
Reserve EUSD Token:
392 Million reserve tokens for future listings on other
exchanges.:
Official Token Symbol:
Token Symbol (EUSD):
Airdrop CAP:
50 Million token EUSD:

Listing CoinTiger:
50 Million token EUSD:
Official blockchain token:
The token was created on the Balance Smart Chain bep20
blockchain:
EUSD Token burning layout:
Once listed on all exchanges, 100 million EUSD tokens will be
sent to the dead address.:
Developers:
8 Million for developers for active project support.:
Listing FTX:
50 Million token EUSD:
Audit token EUSD:
The audit is scheduled on the Coinsult Audit Service:

Exchange listing statistics

Pre-sale, Airdrops and Burning

ROADMAP
EUSD Foundation Global
Development Plan
Welcome to the EUSD Foundation ecosystem. This section
provides basic information about the distribution and planning
of EUSD Tokens among holders.
May 2022
Launch of the EUSD Foundation token smart contract.
May 2022
Launch of the Airdrop platform for the distribution of the EUSD
Foundation token.
May 2022
Launch of the official pages of the EUSD Foundation in social
networks.
May 2022
launch of the official website e-foundation.net of the EUSD
Foundation ecosystem.
May 2022
Launching a dapp offer for online mining of bnb cryptocurrency
and EUSD token. With a daily payout of 9% and 12% referral
reward.
June 2022
Launch of the EUSD token smart contract audit and the dapp
audit of the smart contract offer of the EUSD Foundation
ecosystem online miner.
September 2022

Listing of the EUSD token on the pancakeswap exchange at a
starting price of 1EUSD = 1$.
October 2022
Listing of the token on the coinmarketcap and coingeco
platform.
November 2022
EUSD token listing CoinTiger and MEXC Global.
December 2022
EUSD token listing FTX.

DAPP MINER
Our decentralized EUSD miner Dapp

Once you enter our ecosystem, you can invest EUSD tokens
and receive a daily 9% of your investment and 12% referral
reward. Anyone with a smartphone and an internet connection
can participate in global online mining.
Our offer of dapp miners is decentralized, which means that
anyone can participate in online mining regardless of location
and domestic laws of the country. Our system allows anyone
with access to the Trust Wallet or Meta Mask to earn EUSD
tokens and receive a passive daily income from the ecosystem.
● Daily 9% of your investment in EUSD tokens.
● 12% referral bonuses from your referrals.
You can get BNB coin or EUSD token.
● Convenient dapp offer miner.
● Verified official smart contract audit. Network.
● Instant withdrawal of EUSD token or BNB coin. fees.
● Invest EUSD tokens for 30 days and earn 9% per day.

OUR TEAM
Our EUSD foundation team
In this section, we present you our friendly team. Our team
consists of 4 people, each team member is responsible for a
specific part of the EUSD ecosystem.

Thomas Anderson
Blockchain developer and founder of the EUSD system.

James Harary

Backend developer. Developer of the main website and other
branches of the ecosystem.

Jonson Smith
EUSD Ecosystem Designer. Responsible for the quality of
graphic and video objects.

Gabriel William
EUSD Ecosystem Marketer. Responsible for aggressive social
media marketing.

FAQS
Answers to frequently asked questions
In this section, we will answer the most common questions
related to the EUSD Foundation ecosystem.

GENERAL
How to participate in the airdrop?
01) Simply visit trustwallet.com and download the application. The
app is secure and widely used in the de-fi market. (Remember to
never share your seed phrase).
02) Purchase BEP20 BNB to fund your Trust Wallet or Meta Mask
wallet.
03) Copy the airdrop page, go to the trust wallet in the browser
section, paste the link into the browser change the network to
binance Smart Chain, pay the minimum transaction fee, and get
200 free EUSD tokens.
Token name: EUSD Foundation

Decimals: 18
Contract: 0x75D07cCC92f59B07b91FD942d64Bfd2B94A2a359
LISTING PRICE: 1 EUSD = 1 USD
Pancakeswap Official Listing September 2022

Why should you be sure that the start price of the token
will reach 1 EUSD = 1 USD?
We look forward to the fact that we have a Dapp mining application
that is developed on a smart contract specifically for the EUSD
token and due to the constant turnover of the Dapp miner, our
minimum price is 1$ and higher.

Will the price of a single EUSD token exceed $15 or more
in the future, or is this token intended to be used as a
stable token due to 1EUSD = $1?
The fact that the total supply of the EUSD token does not exceed 1
billion and the active use of Dapp Miner will help to reach more than
15 dollars of the 1st EUSD.

Will there be a big pump in the market after the listing?
We plan to list on Pancakeswap first, after the listing we will pass
the audit of the token, after that we will update the logo of the token
in the trust wallet, then we will submit an application for the listing of
coinmarketcap and after that the first 4 hours we are waiting for a
strong pump of the EUSD token.

DAPP MINER
How can I earn through online dapp miner EUSD?
Open the online dapp miner app. Connect your decentralized trust
wallet or meta mask. After that, select the binance smart chain
network, write the number of EUSD tokens in the EUSD Miner
section and click staking, after that you will receive a daily 9%
reward, and if you use the referral link and invite people through
your referral link, you will receive 12% bonuses from each referral.

The bonus depends on the amount of investment of your referral's
EUSD tokens. In our system, in addition to mining the EUSD token,
there is also BNB mining using the same strategy.

How 12% Referral Bonuses Work?
If someone invests EUSD or bnb tokens using your referral link, you
will receive a 12% bonus for each replenishment of the balance of
this referral.

Can I withdraw my EUSD or bnb investment immediately
after the deposit.
After depositing EUSD or bnb token, automatic time will be
activated for 24 hours after the end of the time, you can only
withdraw 9%, and after the end of the 30-day course, you can
withdraw the total amount of EUSD or bnb tokens.

Can I not receive a daily percentage or referral bonus for
an unknown reason?
Daily interest or bonuses work and are transferred to your bep20
address completely automatically because this system runs on a
decentralized smart contract. No organization or third person can
influence the operation of the online miner in the EUSD ecosystem.

CONTACT
Our contacts and feedback
Twitter

@EusdFoundation

Gmail

support@e-foundation.net

Telegram @EUSD_Foundation_chat

Disclaimer EUSD Foundation Ecosystem
Careful Research and due diligence should be made when
interacting with projects or networks involved in token sales. The
buyer or investor should completely understand that his/her
contribution may not result in a valuable or usable token, and the
value of such contributions is subject to partial or complete loss of
the investment.
Any possession of Disclaimer EUSD Foundation Ecosystem does
not grant the user any rights in Disclaimer EUSD Foundation
Ecosystem the corporation or its afﬁliates, including but not limited
to any rights of ownership, interest, proﬁt, redemption, property or
intellectual property, decision-making, or any other such rights, such
as ﬁnancial or legal rights. Disclaimer EUSD Foundation Ecosystem
can be used for protocol and ecosystem governance that has
nothing to do with the company or its subsidiaries.
The Disclaimer EUSD Foundation Ecosystem Protocol, which is a
completely functional network, uses Disclaimer EUSD Foundation
Ecosystem as functional utility tokens. The Disclaimer EUSD
Foundation Ecosystem aren’t considered securities. Tokens
purchased with BNB are non-refundable. Disclaimer EUSD
Foundation Ecosystem are not intended for speculation. Disclaimer
EUSD Foundation Ecosystem makes no guarantees about future
success or value, including no guarantee of intrinsic value, no
guarantee of continued payments, and no guarantee that
Disclaimer EUSD Foundation Ecosystem will hold any specific
value. Disclaimer EUSD Foundation Ecosystem are not company
shares and do not grant any rights to the company. Disclaimer
EUSD Foundation Ecosystem are sold as a functional good, and all
funds earned by the Company are available for spending without
restriction.
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